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Padawer and Levine (lYY2f discuss whether exercise-induced 

analgesia is a fact or artifact. They suggest that the exercise-induced 

analgesic rffect may he an artifact of reactivity to pain tests. They 

found that pain intensity ratings for the cold pressor test were 

significantly reduced after pre-exposure to the same pain test. How- 

ever, in the experimental design chosen by these authors, they were 

unable to detect an exercise effect on pain intensity rating. 

It is important to note that an experimental pain test itself can 

activate endoyenous pain modulation. It follows that in order to 

determine an analgesic effect of any intervention a control group 

should be introduced into the experimental design. The fact that 

Padawer and Levine could measure a reduction in pain intensity and 

unpleasantness ratings in a repetition of the cold pressor test is not 

unexpected and is moat likely due to the novelty of the first trial. 

Among the many different experimental pain tests, the cold pressor 

test is strongly influenced by cognitive coping processes, which is one 

reason why ii has been often used to study psychoi~~gi~dl intervcn- 

tions in pain. 
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Fig. 1. Mean subjective magnitude estimations (range: 0-iO(K1. arhi- 

trary units) of 5 suprathrrshold stimulus levels (0.8~3Xdetection 

threshold). Mean values of 10 healthy male subjects (i. 1 S.E.M.1 are 

shown. The different symbols present the results for measurements 

made before (m ) directly after (0) and 60 min after ( lr ) short-term 

exhaustive physical exercise on cycle ergometer. Significance levels 

are based on analysis of covariance (before exercise-directly after 

exercise. I’ < 0.0001; before exercise-60 min after exercise, n.s.; 

directly after exercise-60 min after exercise. P < 0.005). Electrical 

intracutsneous finger stimulation was applied, each stimulus inten- 

sity was delivered IO times in random order, yielding a total of SO 

trials/subject lor each time of measurement. (Printed with permis- 

Gon of Williams and Wilkins. Baltimore, MD). 

In the Padawer and Levine study there is no mention whether the 

water was stirred during the cold pressor test. Our own investigations 

(Droste 19x3) have indicated that during the cold pressor test a layc~ 

of warm water can form around the skin if the water is not properly 

stirred. which clearly affects the resultant pain ratings. Physical 

exercise influences body temperature regulation, which according to 

our experience makes the cold pressor teht for the analysis crf pain 

regulation after exercise less useful. 

It remains open whether the experimental design in the study of 

Padawer and Levine was appropriate to assess exercise-in&cccl 

analgesia. The exercise intensity selected hy the authors was such 

that it remains ~uesti~~nable whether it was sufficient to provoke the 

expected analgesic effect. The release of pituita~ hormones like 

beta-end[)rphill is not only dependent on “~‘w’O,~,,~,~ but also drpcn- 

dent on surpassing the anaerobic threshold. Heart rate is only ;I 

vague index of C>VO, and blood lactate. hoth of which were not -Ill&X 
measured in the study. In addition. exercise-induced analgesia IS 

most likely more dependent on ‘central command‘ than on prriph- 

eral markers of exercise intensity (cf.. the review in DroAte lYY2). 

We would like draw the readers‘ attention to a study that was 

published recently (Droste et al. 1001). The results ol thiv invest&- 

tion strongly suggest the existence of exercise-induced analgesia. A 

significant pain threshold elevation was found during exercise for 

electrical intracutaneous finger and dental pulp stimulation. Several 

extensive psychophysical pain measurement techniques were cm- 

ployed (e.g.. Z-interval forced-choice method). A series of control 

me~lsurern~nts were also conducted to role out the intlucncc (11 

repeated measurements. Not only the thresholds were significantly 

incrcascd during exercise but also the subjective magnitude cstim;t- 

tion of suprathreshold stimuli was significantly reduced after cxerci\c 

(see Fig. 1). The finding that these differences were no longer 

evident for the retest conducted I h after exercise \peaks against the 

argumentation of Padewer and Levine. 
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